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CONTE NTS
HUNAROBO  SCIENCE CLASS INTERMEDIATE COURSE

List of the parts

Electronic parts

What we are going to learn? (Robot Story)
         The robot’s eyes - The light sensor

         Let’s talk about the LED

         The robot’s ears - The sound sensor

         The robot’s brain - The binary numbers(Light ON/OFF)

         Replacing the numbers with binary numbers

         The robot’s skin-The touch sensor

         How does the touch sensor work?

         It’s really difficult to live without this-Fossil fuels

         Fossil fuels, they are ancient!

         Protecting the environment and 

          creating sustainable energy sources-Green energy

         There is green energy everywhere around us!

           The incredible power of thing in higher positions-Potential Energy

         Where can we see potential energy?

         It’s only in moving objects, nothing else! - Kinetic energy
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         How energy goes back and forth!-Roller Coaster

         The first law of motion - Inertia

         The law of inertia can be seen all around us!

         The second law of motion - Acceleration

         The third law of motion - Action and Reaction

         Running, Action and Reaction, too

         How muscles make us move just like machines! - Motor 2

Let’s Make it! 

         The basics of the Hunarobo program

         Soccer Robot 2

         Hemiptera

         Touch Battle Bot

         Dump Truck

         Cleaner Bot

         The little car ‘Bumboo’

         Catapult

         Bug Battle Bot

         Forceps Robot
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HUNAROBO 2 (Intermediate Course)
In this Intermediate Course for HUNAROBO2, we will learn the program below;

HUNAROBO 2 Education Program

Training Features
- Challenges and promotes problem-solving skills and improve concentration.
- Improve leadership and communication skills through small group activities.
- Education linked to kindergarten and elementary school science curriculum
- Under the guidance of a teacher, the goal will be achieved through self-assembly to promote a good 
   learning environment.

Educational Development Program
- The whole programs focus on the development of scientific,robotic and other technological skills. 
- Development of basic scientific knowledge and creative thinking skills, to solve complex problems and  
  program development to raise problem solution-oriented abilities and to create novel solutions.

Division The objects of study/Theme The contents of study/Activities

1

Human

&

 Robot

The robot’s eyes
- The light sensor Introducing  the Hunarobo program

The robot’s ears
- The sound sensor

Making a remote-controlled soccer robot
(Soccer Robot2) : [remote control / game]

The robot’s brain
- The binary numbers

(Light ON/OFF) 

Making a robot to perceive cliff with infrared sensors 
(Hemiptera) : [Drop Checker]

The robot’s skin 
- The touch sensor

Making a battle robot  that uses touch sensors and  a servo motor 
(Touch Battle Bot) : [remote control/ game] 

2

Energy

Energy - fossil fuels Making a robot with wheels and shafts that use the power of motorized 
tools : Building various devices (Dump Truck): [remote control]

Green energy 
- solar, wind, water power

Understanding green energy and  making my own environment 
- friendly robot

Potential energy
- Water power

Making a robot utilizing various sensors
(Cleaner Bot) : [infrared sensor / CdS sensor]

Kinetic energy Making four-wheel-drive robots with DC motors and a servo motor
(The little car  ‘Bumboo’) : [remote control]

3

The laws 

of motion

The first  law of motion
- Inertia

Understanding the law of inertia, and making a catapult 
(Catapult) : [remote control]

The second law of motion
- Acceleration

Making a bug battle bot that moves with six legs
(Bug Battle Bot) : [remote control]

The third law of motion
 - Action and reaction

Learning about servo motors and making a robot that utilizes a servo 
motor (Forceps Robot) : [remote control / game]

The robot’s muscle -motor Creating your own robot with sensors, servo motors, HunaRobo program
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Nut (40)

Block15 (10)

Block111 (6)

Block35 (6)

Block90 (6)

Block511 (6)

Block523 (2) Block1117 (2)

Block135 (6)

The form and color of some parts may be different when compared to actual parts due to 
continues improvement of production quality.Block

Frame / Adapter

Shaft / Bush / Bolt

List of the parts

frame5 (10)

frame11 (10)

frame21 (4)

adapter1 (10)

adapter2 (10)

L  Adapter (8)

Connection Shaft (4)
Bolt(S) (20)

Bolt(M) (10)

Bolt(L) (10)

Shaft(S) (4)

Shaft(M) (4)

Shaft(L) (4)

Bush (20)Half Bush (20)Red Bush (10)

Coupling (4)

Motor Mount (4)
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Screwdriver Spanner

Wheel/ Gear

Electronic Part

Wheel(M) (2)Wheel(L) (2)

Wheel(S) (2) Gear(S) (2)Guide Wheel (2) Gear(M) (2)

Gear(L) (2)

Servo Motor(1)

Servo Bracket(2)

Servo Horn(1)
Touch Sensor Board (2)

CdS Sensor Board (1)
HunaRobo2 MainBoard (1)

1. When holding a screwdriver; Turn right to tighten 
     and turn left to loosen.

2. When tightening or loosening a bolt, hold it firmly to 
    keep the nut  in place.

How to use a screwdriver and a spanner?
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Electronic parts

Reset Switch
Used to reset and initialize 
the mainboard.

Download connector
Once a program is downloaded from 
the PC to the mainboad via the MCU, 
the robot’s behavior can be modified.

Modifying Remote Control 
ID Switch
This part is for setting 
remote control ID.

OUT-PUT connector
The result is processed and written by 
the program and sent to a LED, Buzzer 
or a servo motor.

IN-PUT connector
This part receives input value by 
connecting with switches and various 
sensors here.

MCU
IC is responsible for 
saving, running the 
program.
(Acts the role of the 
human brain.)

Mainboard Assembly/ Function of each feature

Power Connector
Connects to the 6V battery packs.

Power Switch
Power on/off switch

Right DC Motor
connector
The output that 
coordinate the functions 
of the right motor.

Left DC Motor
connector
The output that 
coordinate the 
functions of the 
left motor.
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Switch
Switch is used to turn the input signal ON/OFF.

Light Sensor
Light is received and affects the behavior of the sensor.

A

B

CH 1 CH 2 CH 3 CH 4 CH 5 CH 6 CH 7 CH 8

* The maximum number of channels can be set as shown below without interference.
   Use the picture to assign the channels to the communication ID.

  How to set up communication ID

Touch Sensor Board

CdS Sensor Board

 Setting remote control ID

1. Press  button while holding  button. 
     The A panel ID LED turns on and shows you what mode you chose.
2. Press  button while holding  button and choose your ID. (Number 1~8) 
3. After selecting ID, if you release  Button and press  button, ID will be selected.
4. The LED on the mainboard will blink 3 times and it will turn off automatically. 
     That means the ID Selection is finished.
5. If you press  button, you can see your selected ID.

*If there is a problem, repeat steps 1-5 carefully.
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< Touch Battle Bot >

< Soccer Robot2 >

< Dump Truck >

< Hemiptera >

What robots are we going to assemble?
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< The little car ‘Bumboo’ > < Catapult >

< Cleaner Bot >

< Bug Battle Bot > < Forceps Robot >

What robots are we going to assemble?
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The robot’s eyes - The light sensor
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1

3

2

4

How to use the basic Hunarobo program

Attach remote control receiver board and various sensors. Connect servo motor and DC motors to 「block1117」, then 
insert medium gears to the shaft of DC motor.

The mainboard is attached on the top of DC motor.  Connect battery cases to mainboard.

Creating an educational model for the basic program

 1.Connect the servo motor to the mainboard. You can write the program in the following way.

2. After downloading the program, power off and on again.
3. Fix servo motor horn to the servo motor with a small servo bolt as illustrated 
    in the picture .

Servo Motor-Zero Point Adjustment
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1.     

2.     

Servo motor connected to the OUTPUT port 1 is rotated by 90 degrees.

To adjust zero point of the servo motor connected to OUTPUT port 1

 

Servo motor connected to the OUTPUT port 1 is rotated by -90 degrees.

 

No.1 and No.2 are exactly the same programs. However, program No.1 is used to control the two motors together, and 
program No.2 is used to control the motors separately. Let’s try to change the program to the mainboard in different ways.

How to operate the DC motor
Left motor and right motor move forward at speed level 10.(Maximum speed)

How to operate the Servo motor

* Let’s change the degree of servomotor  by modifying the program.
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- If one press the directional keys(△▽) of the remote control, both DC motors will move back and forth. 

Creating Conditional(IF/END)Sentences

♣ Let’s change the program of the  Infrared sensor and CdS sensor in the same way.

- When pressed touch sensor connected to INPUT port 1, left DC motor will work. When not pressed, 
  the left  DC motor will not move.

1. Creating a conditional sentence for sensor

2. Creating a conditional sentence for remote control
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♣ Let’s create various programs by using remote control FUNCTION keys (F1/F2 ~ ~)

* Note: When creating remote control conditional sentences, it is necessary to enter ‘KEY OFF’ 
conditional sentence, then the robot will operate smoothly.

- DC motors move forward for 5 seconds , then go into reverse. 

- If one press the directional keys(◁▷) of the remote control, both DC motors will move opposite directions 
from each other.

Creating a time delay
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Let’s talk about the LED
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The robot’s ears-the sound sensor
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×3

Frame11 ×6

Frame5 ×2

Adapter2 ×1

Block511 ×3
L Adapter ×8

Shaft(M) ×2 Mainboard ×1

Block90 ×3
Red Bush ×4

RC Receiver ×1

Half Bush ×2

Block111 ×2   Bolt(S) / Nut ×2

Block35 ×4
Wheel(M) ×2Block15 ×4

Remote Control ×1

Servo Motor ×1

DC  Motor ×2 Battery Case ×1

Making a remote controlled soccer robot

Robot soccer tournaments are coming in contact  with the public with it’s cutting-edge science and 
technology, by combining state of art of technology with the flair of soccer.
The soccer robot is powered by a DC motor, and it scores goals with a servo motor.

* After completing the assembly, divide the class into teams and play football against each other.

Soccer Robot2
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Connect model(Pic)#1 and model(pic)#2 to model(Pic)#3.

 Connect a DC motor to 「block511」.

Attach four  ‘L’  adapters  on the main board.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

 Connect a DC motor to 「block511」.

Right Wheel Left wheel

Attach  ‘L’  adapters to 「block35」. Pay close attention to 
the arrows(▲) that indicate how the adapters should be 
attached. (Assemble two identical models.)
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7 ( Left part of wheel protector ) 8 (Right part of wheel protector )

10

9

11

Connect one previously constructed parts of model(pic)#6 
to model(pic)#5.

Connect one previously constructed parts of model(pic)#6 
to the opposite side of model(pic)#7.

Connect a 「block1117」 to the left wheel protector of 
model(pic)#9.

Connect a 「block1117」 to the right wheel protector of 
model(pic)#9.

Connect a medium wheel to the shaft of left DC motor. Connect a medium wheel to the shaft of right DC motor.

Left wheel Right wheel
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12 (Completed of model(pic)#11 )

17

14

16

13

15

×1

×1

×2

×2

Connect a servo motor to the right hand side of the 
interior of model(pic)#13.

Fix a 「frame5」 with two short bolts and nuts to servo horn.

After adjusting zero point of  servo motor, fix model(pic)#15 
with a small servo bolt .

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#16.
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18

20

22

19

21

23

Attach four 「block15」s to the bottom of model(pic)#20, 
then attach a 「adapter2」.

Connect medium shafts with half bushes and red bushes 
to model(pic)#21.

Attach two 「frame11」s to model(pic)#17.
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Completed

2625

24

Red Bush Red Bush

Connect RC receiver board to model(pic)#25.Attach a 「block90」 and a 「frame5」  to model(pic)#24.

Connect model(pic)#22 to model(pic)#19 with red bushes.
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- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Motion Pattern/Program
Ball Dribling Shooting

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the  ‘DOWNLOAD’  button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

How to operate the Soccer robot2

Connecting the mainboard
Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.

2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.

3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.

4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.

5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Program Example
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Assembling a Soccer Goalpost
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The robot’s brain - The binary numbers (Light Bulb ON / OFF) 
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block523 ×1
Frame11 ×6

Mainboard ×1

Frame5 ×2

Block511 ×8
Adapter2 ×3
Adapter1 ×2

Block135 ×6
L Adapter ×8

Shaft(M) ×2

IR sensor ×2

Block35 ×2
Shaft(L) ×2

Half Bush ×4

Block15 ×6 Red Bush ×6

Wheel(M) ×2
Gear(S) ×2

 Battery Case ×1

Gear(L) ×2

DC Motor ×2
Guide Wheel ×2

Making a robot that perceives cliffs  using an Infrared sensor

‘Hemiptera’  is a model that resembles the appearance of a squash insect.
They tend to live on leaves by sticking on them. These insect may live on the ground, and even at sea.  
As they camouflage themselves with the environment around them.
Squash bug’s body sizes vary from 1.1mm to even 65mm.
They have long flat bodies, and their wings can have different shapes and sizes.

Cliff Sensing Robot ‘Hemiptera’
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Connect a DC motor to 「block511」. Insert a small gear to the shaft of DC motor.

Align the large gear with small gear as illustrated above. 
Use a long shaft to connect model(pic)#4.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Insert a medium wheel to the long shaft of model(pic)#5.
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7 ( Back of model(pic)#6 )

Connect a DC motor to 「block511」, then insert a small 
gear to the shaft of DC motor. 

Align the large gear with small gear as illustrated above. 
Use a long shaft to connect model(pic)#9.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Insert a medium wheel to the long shaft of model(pic)#10.

8

9

11

10

12
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Back of model(Pic)#8

Back of model(Pic)#12

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to the back side of model(pic)#8.
(Pay close attention to the arrows (▲)that indicate how the 
adapters should be attached.)

Turn model(pic)#2 upside down, then connect 
model(pic)#8 to it.

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to the back side of model(pic)#12.
(Pay close attention to the arrows (▲)that indicate how the 
adapters should be attached.)

Turn model(pic)#2 upside down, then connect 
model(pic)#12 to it.

13
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1514

16

18

17

19

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to 「block511」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows (▲)that indicate how the 
adapters should be attached.)

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to 「block511」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲)that indicate how the 
adapters should be attached.)

Attach four 「block15」s to the model(pic)#13.

Connect model(pic)#15 to model(pic)#14 using a red bush.

Connect model(pic)#15 to model(pic)#14 using a red bush. Attach a 「block523」 to model(pic)#18.
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25 ( Upside of model(Pic)#24 )24

23

20

22

21

×2 ×2

Attach two 「block135」s to model(pic)#20.

Attach two IR sensors to model(pic)#22.

Attach two 「block135」s to model(pic)#19.

Attach two 「block135」s and four 「frame11」s to 
model(pic)#21.

Connect a 「block15」 and a 「block35」 with a 「adapter1」, 
then attach a 「frame5」. (Assemble two identical models.)

Attach two previously constructed parts of model(pic)#24 
to model(pic)23.
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Completed

27 ( Back of model(pic)#26 )26

2928

30

Connect medium shafts and guide wheels with half bushes to 
「block511」. (The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Combine model(pic)#26 to model(pic)#25. Attach two 「frame11」s to model(pic)#28.

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#29.
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1. When left side Infrared sensor perceive a cliff, 
It will move backward. It will make a right turn 
and will go straight forward.

2. when right side Infrared sensor perceive a cliff, 
It will move backward. It will make a left turn and 
will go straight forward.

* A bright colored table

How to operate the Hemiptera

Connecting the mainboard Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.

2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.

3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.

4. Connect Left IR sensor to IN 1 of INPUT connector. 

5. Connect Right IR sensor to IN2 of INPUT connector.

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Motion Pattern/Program

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the  ‘DOWNLOAD’  button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Program Example
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Replacing the numbers with binary numbers
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The Robot’s Skin- The touch sensor
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×2

Frame21 ×3

-
Frame11 ×3

Frame5 ×4

Block523 ×3
Adapter2 ×11
Adapter1 ×5 Mainboard ×1

Block511 ×5
L Adapter ×14

 RC Receiver ×1

Shaft(S) ×4

Block90 ×2
Shaft(M) ×1

Red Bush ×4

Block135 ×8
Half Bush ×2

Touch sensor ×1

Bolt(S) ×4
Block15 ×3  Bolt(M) ×3

Block111 ×3 Nut ×7

Block35 ×4
Wheel(M) ×2

Battery Case ×1

Motor Mount ×2

DC Motor ×2
Wheel(L) ×2

Servo Motor ×1

Touch Battle Bot

Making  a battle robot using a touch sensor and a servo motor 

As this is the robot that is mainly used in the battle competition, it is important to improve the participant 
character and personality in accordance to the rules and regulations.
Try to fight each others robot with weapons that are mounted to the inside of the stadium.
The game is lost as soon as a robot is broken or if the robot’s weapon or motion body have been destroyed. 
The game is also lost if a robot exist or passes the boundary the stadium.
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Fasten a 「block111」  with three medium bolts and nuts to 
model(pic)#2.

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to 「block35」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached. )

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to 「block35」. 
Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached. (Alternative angle of 
model(pic)#4.)

Attach model(pic)#4 and model(pic)#5 to the 
model(pic)#3.
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7

9

8

10

1211

×2

×4

×2

Attach two 「block35」s and two 「block135」s to 
model(pic)#6.

Connect DC motors to model(pic)#7.

Connect two short shafts and four red bushes to 
model(pic)#8.

Attach two motor mounts to model(pic)#9.
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14 ( Bottom of model(pic)#13 )

18

13

17

1615

Attach two 「block135」s to model(pic)#14. Attach a 「block135」 to 「block15」 with a 「adapter1」.
(Assemble two identical models.) 

Attach a  ‘L’  adapter to model(pic)#16.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapter should be attached.)

Attach a  ‘L’  adapter to model(pic)#16.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapter should be attached.)

Attach two  ‘L’ adapters to 「block135」. (Pay close 
attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how the adapters 
should be attached.) Then attach it to model(pic)#13. 
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19

21

20

22

2423

Connect model(pic)#17 and model(pic)#18 to the 
model(pic)#15.

Attach two 「frame11」s to model(pic)#20.

Attach a  ‘L’  adapter to the opposite side of 
model(pic)#22. (Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that 
indicate how the adapter should be attached.)

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to the side of model(pic)#23. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Combine model(pic)#19 with model(pic)#10.

Attach a  ‘L’  adapter to model(pic)#21.
(Pay close attention to arrows(▲) that indicate how the 
adapter should be attached.)
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30 ( Front of model(Pic)#29 )

25

29

26

2827

Attach a 「block523」 and two 「block511」s to 
model(pic)#24.

Attach two ‘L’ Adapters to the back side of model(pic)#26.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Attach four 「adapter2」s and two 「frame5」s to 
model(pic)#28.

Connect large wheels to the shaft of DC motor.

Attach a 「block523」 to model(pic)#27.

Attach two 「adapter1」s and two 「adapter2」s with two 
「frame5」s to the front of model(pic)#29.
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31 32

33

35

34

36

Combine model(pic)#31 with model(pic)#30.

Connect two medium wheels and a 「frame11」 with a 
medium shaft. Fasten it with half bush on both side.

Connect touch sensor board to model(pic)#32.

Connect model(pic)#34 to model(pic)#33 with two short shafts 
and a coupling, then fix them together with red bushes.
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40 ( Back of model(pic)#39 )

Completed

37 38

39

Connect RC receiver board to model(pic)#39.

After connecting servo horn of model(pic)#37 to servo 
motor of model(pic)#35, then fix it with a servo bolt.

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#38.

Fix two 「frame21」s and a servo horn with short bolts, 
nuts to model(pic)#36.
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Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .

How to operate the Touch Battle

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Motion Pattern/Program

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the  ‘DOWNLOAD’  button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.
5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.
6. Connect Touch sensor to IN1 of INPUT connector. 
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Program Example
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How does the touch sensor work?
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It’s really difficult to live without this!- Fossil fuel
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×4

Frame11 ×13

Mainboard ×1

Frame5 ×6

Adapter2 ×10

Block523 ×4
Adapter1 ×7

LAdapter ×9

Block511 ×6
Connection shaft ×2

RC Receiver ×1

Shaft(S) ×1

Block90 ×5
Shaft(M) ×4
Shaft(L) ×1

Block135 ×6
Red Bush ×8

Remote Control ×1

Bush ×4
Block15 ×11 Half Bush ×6

Block111 ×6 Gear(S) ×2

Block35 ×8 Gear(L) ×2

Battery Case ×1

Motor Mount ×2 Wheel(M) ×2

Serov Motor ×1
Wheel(L) ×2

DC Motor ×2

Making a model that uses various tools, such as wheels, 
shafts and electrical models

Dump Truck

The dump robot is a model of the general dump truck that we use at most construction 
sites. The dump robot is a small robot made to resemble the function of dump truck.
It is powered by 2 DC motors, and it’s dumping mechanism is activated by the servo 
motor and remote control.
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4 ( Back of model(Pic)#5 )

Align the large gear with small gear as illustrated above.
Use a medium shaft and a half bush to connect model(pic)#2.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC motor.

Attach a 「block1117」 to model(pic)#5.

1

3

5

2

6
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9 10 ( Back of model(Pic)#9 )

7

11

8

12

Align the large gear with small gear as illustrated above.
Use a medium shaft and a half bush to connect model(pic)#8.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC motor.

Attach a 「block1117」s to model(pic)#11.
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18 ( Upside of model(Pic)#17 )

13

15

17

14

16

Attach two  ‘L’  adapters to 「block511」. Pay close 
attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how the adapters 
should be attached. (Assemble two identical models.)

Connect model(pic)#13 to model(pic)#6 with short bolts 
and nuts.

Combine model(pic)#12 with model(pic)#16.

Connect model(pic)#13 to model(pic)#14 with short bolts 
and nuts.

Connect mainboard to model(pic)#15.
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21

23

2019

22

24

Connect two large wheels to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#18.

Attach two 「block135」s and two 「block35」s to 
model(pic)#20.

Attach four 「frame11」s to model(pic)#21.

Attach two 「block135」s and two 「frame5」s , two 「frame11」s 
to model(pic)#22.

Attach two 「block135」s and two 「frame5」s to 
model(pic)#23.
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29 ( Bottom of model(pic)#28 )

28

30

26

27

25

Turn model(pic)#29 upside down, then connect it to the 
back of model(pic)#27.

Turn model(pic)#28 upside down, attach a 「block35」.

Combine model(pic)#24 with model(pic)#25.Attach a ‘L’ adapter to 「block111」, then attach a 「block15」
and a 「Adapter2」. (Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) 
that indicate how the adapter should be attached.)

Attach two  ‘L’ adapters to 「block511」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)
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35 ( Bottom of model(pic)#34 )

31

33

32

34

36

Turn model(pic)#34 upside down, attach two 「block111」s 
and two 「adapter2」s.

Insert a medium shaft  and a half bush to medium wheel.
(Assemble two identical models.)
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40

42

38

39

41

37

Attach two motor mounts and two 「adapter1」s to 
model(pic)#38.

Turn model(pic)#37 upside down, attach four 「block15」s 
and two 「block35」s.

Attach two 「frame11」s and two 「adapter2」s to 
model(pic)#39.

Connect two previously constructed parts of model(pic)#36 
to mode(pic)#35 with red bushes and bushes.
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43

47 48

44

4645

Attach a 「block523」s to model(pic)#42.

Attach two  「block135」s to model(pic)#47.

Two 「block111」  s are combined with a 「adapter2」.

Turn model(pic)#46 upside down, attach two 「frame11」s 
and two 「adapter2」s.

Combine model(pic)#44 to model(pic)#43.
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50

52

54

51

53

49

Attach a 「block35」 and a 「block15」 to servo motor, then 
attach two  ‘L’  adapters.

Combine model(pic)#53 with model(pic)#40.

Turn model(pic)#50 upside down again, attach two 
「frame11」s.

After adjusting zero point of servo motor, fix servo horn 
with a small servo bolt.

Attach two 「block90」s to model(pic)#48. Attach a 「block90」 to model(pic)#49.
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56 ( Enlargement of  model(Pic)#55 )

Enlargement of  model(Pic)#57 Enlargement of  model(Pic)#57

55

57

Connect servo horn’s first hole and 「frame11」’s third hole 
with a connection shaft and a red bush.

Connect 「block90」’s second hole and 「frame11」’s first 
hole with a connection shaft and a red bush.

Connect model(pic)#51 to the back of model(pic)#54 with 
a long shaft and two bushes, then attach two 「frame5」s.
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Completed

59 ( Enlargement of  model(Pic)#58 )58

6160

Connect the truck and the dump trail with a short shaft 
and a bush. (The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#58. Attach RC receiver board to model(pic)#60.
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How to operate the Dump Truck

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Motion Pattern/Program

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the  ‘DOWNLOAD’  button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.

2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.

3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.

4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.

5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Program Example
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Fossil Fuels, they are ancient!
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Protecting the environment and 
creating sustainable energy sources - Green Energy
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There is green energy everywhere around us!
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The incredible power of thing in higher positions
- Potential Energy
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×2

Frame21 ×5

Mainboard ×1

Frame11 ×18

Adapter2 ×9

Block511 ×6
Adapter1 ×8

L Adapter ×8

Block135 ×8
Shaft(S) ×2
Shaft(L) ×2

IR Sensor ×2
Block111 ×11 Half Bush ×4

Block35 ×3 Red Bush ×6

CdS Sensor ×1
Block15 ×14   Bolt(S) / Nut ×9

DC Motor ×2 Gear(L) ×2

Battery Case ×1

Servo Motor ×1 Gear(S) ×2

Wheel(M) ×2 Guide Wheel ×1

Creating a robot that utilizes several kinds of sensors

This robot is a replica of the cleaning robots we often see at home. This robot is driven by two DC motors. 
Servo motor performs the cleaning motion by collecting the waste in front of it. This robot uses an infrared 
sensor to avoid objects, and its operation is activated by CdS sensor.

Cleaner Bot
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Connect two 「block511」s to model(pic)#2. Fix two 「frame21」s to model(pic)#3 with short bolts and 
nuts.

Attach two 「block111」s to model(pic)#4. Attach four 「block135」s to model(pic)#5.
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Attach two 「frame11」s and two 「adapter2」s to 
model(pic)#6.

Attach four 「block135」s to model(pic)#7.

7

9

8

10

1211

×8
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18 ( Back of model(Pic)#17 )

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC motor. Connect a large gear and a long shaft to model(pic)#15.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Insert a medium wheel to the long shaft of model(pic)#16, 
then fix it with a half bush.

13 14

17

1615
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20 ( Back of model(Pic)#19 )19

21 22

2423

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to model(pic)#18. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicates how 
the adapters should be attached).

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to the back of model(pic)#19. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicates how 
the adapters should be attached).

Combine model(pic)#20 with model(pic)#13. Insert a 「block511」 and a red bush to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#20.

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC motor.
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27 ( Upside of model(Pic)#26 )

29 ( Back of model(Pic)#28 ) 30

25 26

28

Attach two  ‘ L’ adapters to model(pic)#27. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicates how 
the adapters should be attached).  

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to the back of model(pic)#28.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicates how 
the adapters should be attached).

Combine model(pic)#29 with model(pic)#22.

Insert a medium wheel to the long shaft of model(pic)#25, 
then fix it with a half bush.

Connect a large gear and a long shaft to model(pic)#24.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)
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34 ( Back of model(Pic)#33 )

31 32

33

35 36

Turn model(pic)#33 by 180 degrees, then attach two 
「block15」s with 「adapter1」s as illustrated in the picture.

Fix servo horn to 「frame21」 with short bolts and nuts.

Attach two 「frame21」s to model(pic)#32.

Connect servo motor to model(pic)#34.

Insert a 「block511」 and a red bush to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#20.

* An illustration of assembled wheels.
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41 42

37 38

39 40

Attach six 「adapter1」s to model(pic)#39.

On model(pic)#38, fix a 「frame11」  to opposite side of 
servo motor with short bolt and a nut.

After adjusting zero point of servo motor, then fix 
model(pic)#37 with a small servo bolt.

Connect a guide wheel to model(pic)#40 with a short 
shaft.
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44 ( Upside of model(Pic)#43 )43

45

47

46

48

Connect model(pic)#41 to model(pic)#42 with a short 
shaft and a red bush. 

Turn model(pic)#43 upside down, then fix a short shaft 
with a red bush.

Connect Mainboard to model(pic)#45.Attach four 「block15」s to model(pic)#44.

 Connect battery cases to model(pic)#46. Attach two IR sensors to the front of model(pic)#47.
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Completed49

Attach CdS sensor to the back of model(pic)#48.
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Motion Pattern/Program

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.
5. Connect Left IR sensor to IN1 of INPUT connector.
6. Connect Right IR sensor to IN2 of INPUT connector.
7. Connect CdS sensor to IN3 of INPUT connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .

How to operate the Cleaner Bot

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the ‘DOWNLOAD’ button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)
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Program Example
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Where can we see  potential energy?
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It’s only in moving objects, nothing else! - Kinetic energy
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×1

Frame11 ×1

Mainboard ×1

Frame5 ×6

Adapter2 ×11

Block523 ×3
Adapter1 ×4

L Adapter ×10

RC Receiver ×1Block511 ×9
Shaft(S) ×2
ShaftM) ×2

Block135 ×2
Shaft(L) ×4

 

Remote Control ×1

Half Bush ×7

Block111 ×6 Bush ×2

Block15 ×4 Red Bush ×6

Battery Case ×1

Block35 ×2 Coupling ×3

Guide Wheel ×2 Bolt(S) ×10

Wheel(M) ×2
Bolt(M) ×2

DC Motor ×2
Nut ×12

Wheel(L) ×2

Gear(S) ×1

Gear(M) ×2

Servo Motor ×1Gear(L) ×1

Making four wheels-drive-robot with 
DC motor and servo motor

The little car ‘Bumboo’

Our little car ‘Bumboo’ is a model that resembles the famous 1980’s animation character.
The model make use of freely driven front and back wheels. Both the front and back 
wheels are driven by a DC motor, and can change direction with on servo motor. 
The model is controlled by a remote control. But we are going to do something 
different, like installing different sensors, and so on.
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1

3

5

2

4

6

On model(pic)#3, fix servo motor to servo bracket with 
short bolt and nuts.

Fix two servo brackets to model(pic)#2 with short bolts 
and nuts.

Insert a medium gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC 
motor.
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8 ( Back of model(Pic)#7 )

10 ( Back of model(Pic)#9 )

7

11 12

9

Connect parts in the following order; A long shaft  
A large gear  Two bushes to model(pic)#6. 
(The back side fastens with a red bush.) 

Insert a red bush to long shaft on the back of 
model(pic)#7.

Combine model(pic)#4 with model(pic)#10. Fix a 「block135」 to 「block511」 with a medium bolt and 
nut.

Attach a ‘ L’ adapter to model(pic)#8. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapter should be attached.)

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to the back of model(pic)#9.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)
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17 ( Back of model(Pic)#16 ) 18

13

15

14

16

Insert a coupling to the medium shaft of model(pic)#14, 
then connect a long shaft.

Insert a coupling to the long shaft of model(pic)#13, then 
connect a medium shaft.

Combine model(pic)#12 to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#11.

Combine model(pic)#15 with model(pic)#17.

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to 「block511」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Attach a ‘ L’ adapters to the back of model(pic)#16. 
(Pay close attention to the arrows (▲) that indicate how 
the adapter should be attached.) 
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24 ( Back of model(Pic)#23 )

19

21

23

20

22

Combine model(pic)#18 with model(pic)#19.

Connect two large wheels to the long shaft of model(pic)#21.Insert two half bushes to the shaft on both side of 
model(pic)#20.

Attach a 「block523」 and a 「block511」to model(pic)#22. Attach a 「frame11」 and a 「block15」 to model(pic)#23.

Fix a 「block135」 to 「block511」 with a medium bolt and 
nut.
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25 26

28

30

27

29

After adjusting zero point of servo motor, then fix 
model(pic)#27 to model(pic)#26 with a small servo bolt.

Connect  mainboard to model(pic)#29.

Fix a servo horn to 「block1117」 with short bolts and nuts.

Turn model(pic)#28 upside down, then attach two 
「block111」s and two 「block15」s.

Connect a 「block35」 and a 「block15」 with a 「adapter1」,
then attach two 「frame5」s.(Assemble two identical models.)

Combine model(pic)#24 with two previously constructed 
parts of model(pic)#25.
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36( Back of model(Pic)#35 )

31 32

33

35

34

Insert a medium gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC 
motor.

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to the back of model(pic)#35.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Connect a DC motor to model(pic)#32.

Align the small gear and medium gear as illustrated. Use a 
long shaft to connect model(pic)#34.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Assemble two identical models.
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41 42

37 38

39 40

Attach two ‘ L’ adapters to model(pic)#32.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)  

Insert a red bush and a half bush to the shaft of 
model(pic)#41.

Combine model(pic)#30 with model(pic)#37.

Connect a medium shaft to the coupling of model(pic)#38.

Combine model(pic)#39 with model(pic)#40.

Insert a coupling to the long shaft of model(pic)#36.
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43

45

47

44

46

48

Connect two medium wheels to the both side shaft of 
model(pic)#45.

Combine model(pic)#42 with model(pic)#44.
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50 ( Back of model(Pic)#49 )

Completed53

49

5251

Connect RC receiver to model(pic)#51.

Combine model(pic)#46 with model(pic)#49. Connect battery cases to model(pic)#51.

Connect short shafts and guide wheels to model(pic)#48 
with half bushes. (The back side fastens with red bushes.)
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Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.
5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Is your robot functioning correctly? Is your robot turning the wrong direction?
What is the exact problem?
Let’s discuss it. Brainstorm with your friends and teacher. Correct robot.

Hint. The center of gravity( Let’s change position of battery!)

Motion Pattern/Program

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

How to operate the little car ‘Bumboo’

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the ‘DOWNLOAD’ button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Program Example

InDesign
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How energy goes back and forth! - Roller coaster
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The first law of motion - Inertia
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×1

Frame21 ×3

Mainboard ×1

Frame5 ×5

Adapter1 ×1

Block523 ×4
L Adapter ×10

Connection Shaft ×1

Block511 ×8
Shaft(S) ×2

RC Receiver ×1

Shaft(M) ×3

Block135 ×2
Half Bush ×5

Bush ×2

Block111 ×8 Red Bush ×6

Remote Control ×1

Block15 ×16  Bolt(S) / Nut ×6

Block35 ×1 Gear(S) ×2

Wheel(M) ×2 Gear(L) ×2

Battery Case ×1
Wheel(L) ×2

DC Motor ×2

Servo Motor ×1

*  Prepare rubber bands separately.

Making a catapult that uses the law of inertia

Catapult

Catapults are ancient military weapons that were primarily used to launch big stones into 
air to destroy enemy targets, such as castles and bridges.
It utilizes the first law of motion, Inertia, and the third law of motion, Action and Reaction to launch objects.
This robot employs the elasticity of a rubber string and the action of the servo motor to launch and throw 
objects.
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4 ( Back of model(Pic)#3 )

1

3

5

2

6

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC 
motor.

Attach a 「block523」 to model(pic)#5.

Align the small gear and large gear as illustrated. 
Use a medium shaft to connect model(pic)#2.
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)
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10 ( Back of model(Pic)#9 )

Connect a 「block511」 to DC motor. Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC 
motor.

Align the small gear and medium gear as illustrated. 
Use a medium shaft to connect model(pic)#8.
(The back side fasten with a bush.)

Attach a 「block523」 to model(pic)#11.

7

9

8

1211
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Fix model(pic)#14 to model(pic)#13 with short bolts and 
nuts.

Fix model(pic)#16 to model(pic)#15 with short bolts and 
nuts.

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to 「block511」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to 「block523」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to 「block523」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to model(pic)#17.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)

18

13 14

17

1615
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19

21

20

22

2423

Fix a 「block1117」 to model(pic)#18 with short bolts and 
nuts. (Pay close attention to the direction of block.)

Attach a 「block511」 to model(pic)#20.

Attach a 「block511」 to model(pic)#22. Connect two large wheels to the medium shaft of 
model(pic)#23.

Combine model(pic)#6 to model(pic)#19.

Combine model(pic)#12 to model(pic)#21.
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30

25

29

26

2827

Attach servo horn to 「block111」.

Connect a connection shaft and a half bush to 
model(pic)#28.

Connect servo motor to model(pic)#26.

After adjusting zero point of servo motor, connect 
model(pic)#29 to servo motor.
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31 ( Back of model(Pic)#30 ) 32

33

35

34

36

Connect mainboard to model(pic)#35.

Attach a 「block511」 to the back of model(pic)#30.

Attach a 「block511」 to model(pic)#32.

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to the bottom of model(pic)#31.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)
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41 42

37 38

39 40

Attach two ‘L’ adapters to model(pic)#38.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)
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43

45

47

44

46

48

Connect model(pic)#42 with a medium shaft and two 
bushes and two red bushes to model(pic)#36.

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#43.

Install an rubber band with a 「block15」 and a 「block111」 
to model(pic)#45.

Attach a 「frame5」 to model(pic)#47.
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Completed

49 50

51

Connect RC receiver to model(pic)#50.

Attach a 「block15」 and a 「block35」 to model(pic)#49.
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1. Hang the catapult arm installation to  the safety link that is connected to the servo motor.
2. When the remote control’s F1 Key is pressed, the catapult will launch itself .

How to operate  the Catapult 

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the ‘DOWNLOAD’ button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.
5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .

Motion Pattern/Program
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예예 예예예예Program Example
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The law of Inertia can be seen all around us!
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The second law of motion -Acceleration
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×1

Frame11 ×15

Mainboard ×1

Adapter2 ×3
Connection Shaft ×6

Shaft(S) ×2

Block523 ×2
Shaft(M) ×2
Shaft(L) ×6

Block511 ×3
Half Bush ×6

RC Receiver ×1

Bush ×14

Block111 ×4 Red Bush ×12

Block35 ×2 Coupling ×3
 

Remote Control ×1Guide Wheel ×2 Gear(S) ×2

Gear(M) ×2

DC Motor ×2
Battery Case ×1Gear(L) ×2

Making a bug battle bot that moves with six legs

This model was designed to resemble to appearance of an insect with 6 moving legs. These 6 legs are 
moved by a DC motor that uses the principles of rotation and levers.
It makes directional changes with the connection between right and left DC motor.
These motors are operated separately. It can move back and forth, right and left with a remote control. 

* After assembly, you can play the pushing game or soccer game with the bug battle bot.

Bug Battle Bot
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1

3

5

2

4

6

Connect a large gear and a short shaft, a half bush. Connect model(pic)#3 to the shaft of DC motor.

Insert a half bush to the shaft of DC motor.

Insert a half bush to the shaft of DC motor.
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12

7

9

8

10

11

Connect a short shaft and a half bush to large gear.

Attach a 「block1117」 to model(pic)#4. Attach two 「block511」s to model(pic)#9.

Connect model(pic)#7 to the shaft of DC motor.

Combine model(pic)#10 with model(pic)#8. Connect long shafts and two couplings with four bushes 
to model(pic)#11.
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1817

13 14

1615

Insert a 「frame11」 and a bush to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#12 as illustrated in the picture.
(Assemble the other side identically.)

Insert a half bush to the long shaft of model(pic)#13 as 
illustrated in the picture.
(Assemble the other side identically.)

Attach a 「block511」 to model(pic)#15.Insert a 「frame11」 and a bush to the long shaft of 
model(pic)#14 as illustrated in the picture.
(Assemble the other side identically.)

Connect a 「frame11」 and a red bush with a connection shaft 
to model(pic)#17. (Assemble the other side identically.)

Connect a 「frame11」 and a red bush with a connection shaft 
to model(pic)#16. (Assemble the other side identically.)
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21 ( Bottom of model(Pic)#20 )

19 20

22

2423

Connect a 「frame11」 and a red bush with a connection shaft 
to model(pic)#18. (Assemble the other side identically.)

Connect a medium shaft with two guide wheels and two 
half bushes to model(pic)#19. 
(The back side fastens with a red bush.)

Turn model(pic)#21 upside down, then attach two 
「adapter2」s.
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30 ( frontof model(Pic)#29 )29

2625

2827

Connect a 「frame11」 and a red bush with a connection 
shaft to model(pic)#27. (Assemble the other side identically.)

Take model(pic)#29 a round, insert a small gear to shaft as 
illustrated in the picture. (Assemble the other side identically.)

Insert a medium gear to the shaft of model(pic)#28 as 
illustrated in the picture. (Assemble the other side identically.)

Connect two long shafts and a coupling.Combine model(pic)#22 with model(pic)#24.

Insert 4 bushes to the shaft of  model(pic)#26.
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35 ( frontof model(Pic)#34 ) Completed

31

33 34

Connect mainboard to model(pic)#32. Connect battery cases to model(pic)#33.

Attach two「block111」s to model(pic)#31.Attach three 「frame11」s to model(pic)#30.

Connect RC receiver board to model(pic)#34.

32 ( Back of model(Pic)#31 )
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How to operate the Bug Battle Bot

Connecting the mainboard

Program Example

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Having a bug battle bot contest with your friends
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The third law of motion - Action and Reaction
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Prepare parts for assembly

Block1117 ×2

Frame21 ×3

Mainboard ×1

Frame5 ×7

Adapter2 ×6

Block523 ×1
L Adapter ×4

Connection Shaft ×2

Block511 ×3 
Shaft(S) ×2

RC Receiver ×1

Shaft(M) ×5

Block135 ×4
Half Bush ×7

Bush ×5

Block90 ×4
Red Bush ×6

Battery Case ×1

Coupling ×1

Block111 ×10 Gear(S) ×1

Block15 ×3 GearM) ×2

DC Motor ×2

Block35 ×8 Gear(L) ×2

Motor Mount ×5  Bolt(S) / Nut ×10

Wheel(L) ×2Wheel(M) ×2
Servo Motor ×1

Making a robot that uses DC and Servo motors

The forceps of this robot is  powered by one DC motor that employes the principles of gears to control its 
action as well as to drive the forceps robot back and forth.
The front wheel is connected to a servo motor directly. This motor changes the direction of the robot by 
adjusting the angle of the servo motor horn.

* When finishing model assembly , try carrying cups or balls with your friends.

Forceps Robot
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6 ( Bottom of model(Pic)#5 )

1

3 4

5

2

Insert a small gear and a half bush to the shaft of DC 
motor.

Align the small gear and large gear as illustrated.
Use a short shaft to connect model(pic)#4.
(The back side fasten with a red bush.)
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12 ( Bottom of model(Pic)#11 )

10 ( Opposite of model(Pic)#9 )

8 ( Opposite of model(Pic)#7 )7

9

11

Connect a 「block135」 and a medium gear  with a 
connection shaft, then connect a medium shaft.

Connect a 「block135」 and a medium gear with a 
connection shaft , then connect a medium shaft.

On model(pic)#6, engage the gear of model(pic)#8 and 
the gear of model(pic)#10, then engage another large 
gear and insert a bush to the remaining shaft.

Fix connection shaft of model(pic)#7 with a half bush.

Fix connection shaft of model(pic)#9 with a half bush.
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13 ( Upside of model(Pic)#12 )

16 ( Bottom of model(Pic)#15 )15

17 18

14

Connect two 「block135」s  then attach 「block511」s to 
model(pic)#11.

Attach a 「block1117」 to model(pic)#16 with a 「adapter2」. Attach two 「frame21」s to model(pic)#17.

 Fix a 「frame5」 with red bushes to model(pic)#13.

Attach four motor mounts and two 「block35」s to 
model(pic)#14.
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19 ( Bottom of model(Pic)#18 )

21

23

20

22

24

Attach two 「block90」s and a 「block111」 to model(pic)#19.Turn model(pic)#18 upside down, then attach two 
「block111」s and three 「block15」s.

Insert a motor mount and a half bush to the shaft of  DC 
motor.

Connect a DC motor to model(pic)#20.

Connect a medium wheel to the shaft of DC motor. Connect a short shaft and two bushes to the medium 
wheel of model(pic)#23.
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30 ( upside of model(Pic)#29 )

28

26

27

29

25

Insert a bush and a half bush to the medium shaft of 
model(pic)#27.

Connect a medium shaft to the coupling of model(pic)#26, 
then connect a medium wheel.

Insert a 「block35」 to the shaft of model(pic)#24. Insert a coupling to the shaft of model(pic)#25.

Connect a 「block35」 and a red bush to the model(pic)#28, 
then attach two 「frame5」s.

Turn model(pic)#29 upside down, then attach a 
「adapter2」 and a 「block511」.
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31

33

35

32

34

36

Attach four 「block111」s to model(pic)#30.

Connect mainboard to model(pic)#32. 

Fix servo brackets to model(pic)#35 with short bolts and 
nuts.

Fix servo horn with short bolts and nuts to model(pic)#31.
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40

38

39

41 42

37

Connect medium shafts and half bushes, red bushes to 
model(pic)#39.

Attach four 「frame5」s to model(pic)#38.

Connect two large wheels to the medium shaft of 
model(pic)#40.

Fix servo motor to model(pic)#36 with short bolts and 
nuts.

Attach four 「block35」s to model(pic)#37.

Connect battery cases to model(pic)#41.
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Completed

43 44

4645

47

After adjusting zero point of servo motor,then fix 
model(pic)#33 to servo motor with a small servo bolt.

Attach four  ‘L’ adapters to 「block90」.
(Pay close attention to the arrows(▲) that indicate how 
the adapters should be attached.)  

Attach a 「frame21」 to model(pic)#45.Combine model(pic)#44 to model(pic)#43.

Connect RC receiver board to model(pic)#46.
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When you activate the forceps’s DC motor with remote control,  it bring them together or widens then.

How to prepare the forceps robot for operation

Connecting the mainboard

- Using the motion patterns as reference, let’s write the program.

Program Download

1. Write the program.
2. Make sure  Power / DC Motor connector and sensor’s connector are well connected.
3. Check the power OFF state, then insert the download cable.
4. ‘SAVE’ and click the ‘DOWNLOAD’ button on the program window.
5. Turn on the power when ‘DOWNLOAD’ window opens. (Power ON)
6. Once the download is completed, remove the download cable and then turn the power off and on.
    ( Power OFF  Power ON)

Motion Pattern/Program

Connect in this order.
1. Connect Battery cases to Power connector.
2. Connect Left DC motor to LEFT MOTOR connector.
3. Connect Right DC motor to RIGHT MOTOR connector.
4. Connect Servo motor to OUT1 of OUTPUT connector.
5. Connect RC receiver board to R/C connector.

Insert the black wire of 3P electric wire into 
the negative  .

The DC motor red wire must be connected to 
positive  , the black wire to the negative  .
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Program Example
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Running, Action and Reaction, too!
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How muscles make us move just like machines! - Motor 2 
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